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• Background

• Predictive Analytics and Machine Learning

1. Generalized Linear Model (GLM) – Sustainable and Green Shopping

2. Decision Trees and Principal Component Analysis – Biodiversity Conservation

3. Topic Modelling by R – Healthy and Sustainable Lifestyles

• Brief Introduction to ESG for Insurance Industry

• My Volunteering Experience in SOA
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We live in a rapidly changing world.

Extreme weather events, global warming, pandemics, 

supply chain disruptions…

Increasing catastrophic losses for insurers
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Actuaries Tackling Climate Change in Traditional Roles / Associations

• Actuaries Climate Index (ACI)

• Climate risk insurance products (e.g. crop insurance in the Philippines)

• TCFD for insurers

• Climate scenario analysis
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From Adaptation to Mitigation?

Adaptation concerns actions that may help society build resilience to deal with climate changes. 

Risk management, traditional insurance and regulations mostly fall under the category of adaptation

Less impact to business and public when catastrophes hit

Mitigation is about slowing or halting the climate change itself
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Predictive Analytics and Machine Learning in My Previous Projects at Work

1. Generalized Linear Model (GLM) – Sustainable and Green Shopping

2. Decision Trees and Principal Component Analysis – Biodiversity Conservation

3. Topic Modelling by R – Healthy and Sustainable Lifestyles
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1. Generalized Linear Model (GLM) – Sustainable and Green Shopping

Start from the individual level to protect our planet

We conducted a quantitative survey to find out what are the major factors affecting customer behaviour 

when it comes to sustainable shopping

Attributes asked to predict whether customers will visit the retailer: 

• Basic factors: Price, location, freshness etc. 

• Retailers’ sustainability practices – offering products with sustainable certifications and products with 

minimal packaging
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1. Generalized Linear Model (GLM) – Sustainable and Green Shopping

Traditional way of analyzing survey data

• 80% of people agree that retailer X is sustainable

• 80% of people agree that retailer X is advocating for less plastic use

• 90% of people agree that retailer X is offering more affordable options

….

VS

Running regression

• 80% of people agree that retailer X is sustainable, which:

• Plastic use is a stronger driver and offering affordable options is a weaker driver (predictive power 

measured by change in R-squared)

Similar to insurance pricing – GLM is used as well
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1. Generalized Linear Model (GLM) – Sustainable and Green Shopping

By running GLM, we can uncover any subconscious motivations that induce actual behavioural changes

Example formula

Probability of visiting the retailer = B0 + B1(price) + B2(location) + B3(offering sustainable products) + …

Generalized – different distributions and link functions 

Data is properly categorized and normalized

We were able to find the most important features for retailers to act upon – looking at which factor is the 

most prominent predictor

Look at change in R-squared 
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1. Generalized Linear Model (GLM) – Sustainable and Green Shopping

Example of the output

By combining with internal performance 

indicators, we can see offering products 

with sustainable certifications is the first 

thing retailers should focus on

Predictive power

This matrix could help the retailer to 

prioritize its sustainability strategies 

and communication materials
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2. Decision Trees and Principal Component Analysis – Biodiversity Conservation

Biodiversity loss is a significant risk facing insurers today, but not insufficiently understood

Protecting our ecosystems is the “insurance” for our planet, as it preserves nature's capabilities to absorb 

carbon and reduce the impact of extreme weather

Huge demand for wildlife 

products like elephant (ivory), 

rhino and pangolin in Asia

Reference: Meijer, W., Bergin, D., Cheng, T., Yang, C. and Kritski, E. (2021). Demand under the Ban – China Ivory Consumption Research 2021. WWF, Beijing, China 
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2. Decision Trees and Principal Component Analysis – Biodiversity Conservation

Since 2018, we have monitored the buyer profile by asking their intention to purchase and various perceptions 

on the wildlife products via focus group discussion or a quantitative survey

We conducted PCA to reduce the number of features in the model

Projects each data point onto only a few principal components while preserving most of data’s initial variation

Reference: Meijer, W., Bergin, D., Cheng, T., Yang, C. and Kritski, E. (2021). Demand under the Ban – China Ivory Consumption Research 2021. WWF, Beijing, China 
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2. Decision Trees and Principal Component Analysis – Biodiversity Conservation

Reference: Meijer, W., Bergin, D., Cheng, T., Yang, C. and Kritski, E. (2021). Demand under the Ban – China Ivory Consumption Research 2021. WWF, Beijing, China 

We conducted PCA to categorize more than 20 factors into three to four differentiating metrics, for example: 

• Attitudes on animal protection and advocacy

• Prestige and relationship oriented

• Legal and penalty awareness

• Demographics (age, gender, location)

Decision tree model

Diehard 

buyers

Rejectors

Running PCA to reduce number of parameters

The differences between the groups are larger and 

the results will be easier to understand
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2. Decision Trees and Principal Component Analysis – Biodiversity Conservation

Reference: Meijer, W., Bergin, D., Cheng, T., Yang, C. and Kritski, E. (2021). Demand under the Ban – China Ivory Consumption Research 2021. WWF, Beijing, China 

From running the decision tree model, we obtained three to four buyer segments with distinctive attitudes 

toward wildlife products: from diehard buyer to rejectors

These insights will be used by our partners NGOs for campaign design, and tracked down by the specific 

demographics and behavioral traits over years

Similar to policyholder segmentation
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3. Topic Modelling by R – Healthy and Sustainable Lifestyles

Tracking online to understand lifestyle trends related to sustainability, health and fitness

More than 25,000 responses in more than 10 languages, from 30+ countries
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3. Topic Modelling by R – Healthy and Sustainable Lifestyles

One useful technique available in R is topic modeling, which is a machine learning process to categorize a 

large amount of text

As R and its packages are free to use, the modeling is easily accessible for everyone

I have used the following packages:

• tm 

• dplyr

• tidytext

• Topicmodels
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3. Topic Modelling by R – Healthy and Sustainable Lifestyles

Steps included:

1. Remove punctuation and white space

2. Group word stem (e.g. reduce, reduction, reduced -> “reduc”)

3. Count the frequency of each word

use 1538

plastic 1034

recycl 886

product 631

reduc 540

bag 539

wast 525

buy 472

plant 412

less 362

water 341

tree 330

garbag 319

environment 269

• Plastic, recycle, reduce, bag, waste

• Plant, water, tree
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3. Topic Modelling by R – Healthy and Sustainable Lifestyles

4.   Group words as themes according to the probability that they appear together

Topic Modeling Output From R 

(Gibbs Sampling Method)

Gibbs Method is a Monte Carlo Markov Chain 

method which measures the conditional 

probability of words appearing in each theme
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3. Topic Modelling by R – Healthy and Sustainable Lifestyles

5. Repeat with randomized combinations of training and validation data sets

6. Pick the top themes from all the runs
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How sustainability relates to 

traditional insurance field?
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Brief Introduction to ESG for Insurance Industry

EU is leading the change, with Non-Financial Reporting Directive since 2018

APAC now mirroring the west – almost all major economies in the region are looking to integrate ESG as a 

pivotal parameter in current and future regulations

More coming in the future….

Singapore

The Sustainability Reporting Guide requires every listed issuer to 

prepare an annual sustainability report on a comply-or-explain 

basis. 

Hong Kong

The HKEX requires companies to report on ESG on a “comply or 

explain” requirement. Also, companies’ boards of directors are 

expected to assume responsibility for ESG, instead of delegating it 

to mid-level executives. Going forward, there is a strategic plan to 

bring Hong Kong to the forefront of sustainable finance.

China

While there are currently no mandatory disclosure 

requirements, environmental disclosure requirements are 

expected to become mandatory for all listed companies in 

the coming years.

Thailand

The Thailand SEC requires that company boards ensure 

sustainability reporting, as appropriate, using a framework 

that is “proportionate to the company’s size and complexity 

and meets domestic and international standards”
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Brief Introduction to ESG for Insurance Industry

Governance
Social
Environmental

Areas in Scope Examples of Leading Practices

Climate goals and 

leadership

• Joining Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance (AOA)

• Committed to net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050

• Committed to a 2040 coal “exit” strategy 

• Publishing climate report

Internal resources 

management

• 100% renewable power by 2025

• Reduce energy consumption

• Zero waste by 2030

• Offices are Green Mark Certified

Sustainable & 

climate-related 

investment

• Reaching targets in green and impact investments

• Sector restriction on investment (e.g. fossil fuel)

• Specifically refer to a 1.5°C target to align portfolio with

• Rigorous engagement with TCFD guidelines, including scenario 

analysis and quantifying impact on the portfolio of both 

transition risks and physical risks

Photo credits: UNEPFI official website, BCA official website, AXA climate report 2021
And more…
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Brief Introduction to ESG for Insurance Industry

Governance

Environmental

Social

Areas in Scope Examples of Leading Practices

Improving access to 

insurance products
(i.e. inclusive covers)

• Develop health and wealth applications to serve public at 

minimal cost and underwriting criteria or barriers

• Affordable insurance solutions for all population groups (e.g.

low-income families, farmers etc.)

Diversity and inclusion

• Reaching gender parity across the Board and senior executives

• Balancing gender pay gap

• Having a wide range of global employee networks (e.g. gender, 

LGBT+, generation, disability etc.)

• Developing a data driven approach to understand impact and 

implications of diversity 

Community 

engagement and 

investment

• Developing the next generation on financial literacy and 

awareness of financial risk prevention

• Conducting public advocacy and engagement to promote 

healthy lifestyles and active ownership of personal health

Photo credits: Prudential official website, Prudential Corporation Asia official website, Allianz sustainability report 2021
And more…
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Environmental

Social
Brief Introduction to ESG for Insurance Industry

Governance

Areas in Scope Examples of Leading Practices

Board Governance

• Board members engage in active oversight of sustainability issues, strategy, implementation 

& progress

• Compensation of Board members, C-Suite & Sr. Execs: Include KPIs and accountability for 

sustainability goals and progress

Effective Risk Management 

and Responsible Business 

Practices

• Product Governance: Policy, innovation and management practices integrate ESG criteria 

including access/inclusion for underserved and vulnerable groups (inc. in AI/tech), impacts 

and dependencies on climate and nature

• Supply Chain: Policies and management practices for suppliers/third-parties integrate 

rigorous ESG criteria review and seek to actively partner with, influence and incentivize 

suppliers that demonstrate strong commitment to sustainability

Transparency and 

Disclosure

• Align public reporting with leading, recognized standards, including: GRI, SASB, TCFD, etc.

• Develop plan and process to continuously improve tracking & reporting on data and KPIs 

that enhance transparency and alignment with reporting standards and help get more 

credit/recognition for progress and achievements

And more…
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Creating More Societal Impact

Volunteering as part of the SOA Climate and Environmental Sustainability Research Committee (CESRC)

• Providing oversight for a research project

• Brainstorming future research projects

• Collecting climate resources for practicing actuaries to link to

• Write articles for quarterly newsletter

Photo credits: SOA research institute official website
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Creating More Societal Impact

Photo credits: SOA research institute official website
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Creating More Societal Impact

This responsibility falls onto everyone, no matter how young or experienced you are. 

You will definitely have fun and benefit from volunteering!

https://www.soa.org/programs/volunteer-program/

Photo credits: SOA research institute official website
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Thank you!

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/timothy-cheng-592a7615a

Email: timothycheng2009@hotmail.com


